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Abstract 
We investigate conditions varying on VV(x): x E X, where each ~V(z) is a countable family of 
subsets containing x. Characterizations and mapping properties of them are obtained. New criteria 
for a-spaces arc given. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, further light is shed on the conditions varying on (G). Recall that a 
space X satisfies (G) (respectively neighborhood (G), open (G)) iff one can assign to 
each x E X a countable collection ~V(x) = {W(n, x): n E w} of subsets containing z
(respectively neighborhoods of x, open neighborhoods of x) such that VV = {),V(x): x E 
X} satisfies 
(G) for any open set U containing z, there exists an open set V = V(z, U) containing 
z satisfying that for every y E V, there exists some W E )4;(y) with z E W C U. 
Moreover if W(n + 1,z) C W(n ,z )  for each n E ~o and each z E X, we say that 
X satisfies decreasing (G) (respectively neighborhood decreasing (G), open decreasing 
(G)). 
In [4], the following metrization theorem is obtained: 
Theorem A (Collins, Reed, Roscoe and Rudin). A space X is metrizable iff X satisfies 
open decreasing (G). 
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"open decreasing (G)" in Theorem A cannot be replaced by neighborhood decreas- 
ing (G). McAuley's "bow-tie" space gives a counterexample (see [4, Example 3.4]). 
Weakening neighborhood decreasing (G), Balogh obtains 
Theorem B [1]. A space with countable pseudo-character satisfying decreasing (G) is 
stratifiable. 
Since a first countable stratifiable space (i.e., a Nagata space) satisfies decreasing (G) 
(see [4]), by Theorem B, a first countable space is stratifiable iff it satisfies decreasing (G). 
It is shown that there is a Nagata space which does not satisfy neighborhood decreasing 
(G) (see [4, Example 3.5]). So the following problem is posed 
Problem (*) [3]. Which spaces are characterized assatisfying neighborhood decreasing 
(G)? 
Open uniform (G) introduced in [11] is weaker than open decreasing (G), it is char- 
acterized as 
Theorem C [11]. A space satisfies open uniform (G) iff it is developable and metacom- 
pact. 
From either of Theorems B and C, Theorem A can be deduced. The following theorem 
generalizes B and C. 
Theorem D [9]. l f  a Hausdorff space with countable pseudo-character satisfies uniform 
(G), then X is semi-stratifiable. 
In [9], Gartside asks whether a space with countable pseudo-character satisfies uniform 
(G) iff it is a metacompact ~r-space (neither direction is known). 
In the present paper, we show that a paracompact space locally satisfying neighborhood 
decreasing (G) satisfies neighborhood decreasing (G) (the proposition is also reversible 
by [4, Theorem 4]). We also show that neighborhood decreasing (G) can be preserved 
by closed finite-to-one maps, but cannon be preserved by closed maps or perfect maps in 
general. Another esult of the paper is that for a regular space X satisfying (G), if X is 
semi-stratifiable, then X is a a-space. From this result and Theorem D, new criteria for 
~r-spaces are obtained and Gartside's question mentioned above is affirmatively answered 
in the necessary direction. It is also shown that there exists a space satisfying uniform 
(G), but not satisfying decreasing (G) or neighborhood uniform (G) which is introduced 
in this paper. 
Throughout the paper, spaces are at least 7'1. w is the first countable ordinal. ]R, Q and 
N denote the set of all real numbers, the set of all rational numbers and the set of all 
positive integers respectively. All maps are continuous and surjective. A space X is said 
to locally satisfy a property if for any z E X, there exists an open neighborhood U of 
z such that U satisfies the property. For undefined terminologies we refer the reader to 
[5] and [6]. 
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2. Definitions, implications and characterizations 
Definition 2.1. A space is said to satisfy neighborhood uniform (G) (respectively open 
uniform (G) [11], uniform (G) [9]) if there exists IA) = {l,V(x): x E X} satisfying 
neighborhood (G) (respectively open (G), (G)) and if W ~ is an infinite subset of l,V(x), 
then W ~ is a neighborhood base at x (respectively an open neighborhood base at x, a 
network at x), where by W ~ being a network at x we mean that for any open set U 
containing x there exists a W E W ~ with x E W C U. 
The following implications are obvious: 
metrizable Th.A open dec. (G) , nbd. dec. (G) ~ dec. (G) 
m.c. + developable Wh.C open uniform (G) > nbd. uniform (G) > uniform (G) 
point-countable base (A)ope!  (G) , nbd!(G) > ( ; )  
where dec. = decreasing, nbd. = neighborhood and m.c. --- metacompact. 
Diagram (.) 
It is clear that all the properties in Diagram (.) are hereditary. The following examples 
show that none of the implications in Diagram (.) is reversible xcept (A). 
Example 2.2. Let X be the space 5.4 B of [5], then X is a metacompact developable 
space. By Theorem C, X satisfies open uniform (G), hence neighborhood uniform (G) 
and uniform (G). But X does not satisfy decreasing (G) since it is not normal (because 
decreasing (G) implies monotonical normality by [4, Theorem 3]). Thus X does not 
satisfy neighborhood decreasing (G) or open decreasing (G). 
Example 2.3. The Michael line M (the real line with the irrationals isolated and the 
rationals having their usual neighborhoods) has a point-countable base. M is not semi- 
stratifiable. So, by Theorem D, M does not satisfy uniform (G) (neighborhood uniform 
(G) or open uniform (G)). 
Example 2.4. (1) Let Ii = [0~, 1~] (£ C c~) be the copy of unit closed interval I = [0, 1] 
and X = (~(I~: i C ~v} be the topological sum. Define an equivalence r lation ~ on 
X as follows: For each xi E Ii, if xi 7 ~ oi, then x~TZx~; If xi = oi, then oi~oj, j E co. 
Then the quotient map f : X -+ Y = X/R  is closed. Since X is metrizable, X satisfies 
decreasing (G). By the following Theorem 3.4, Y satisfies decreasing (G) (hence uniform 
(G) and (G)). But Y does not satisfy neighborhood (G) (neighborhood uniform (G) or 
neighborhood decreasing (G)) since it is not first-countable. 
(2) Example 1.4 of [1] is also such an example. 
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Example 2.5. The "bow-tie" space of [4, Example 3.4] is a separable space satisfying 
neighborhood decreasing (G), hence neighborhood uniform (G) and neighborhood (G), 
but it does not satisfy open decreasing (G) (i.e., it is not metrizable by Theorem A). 
So it does not satisfy open (G) because for a regular space, open (G) together with 
separability implies metrizability (see [4, Theorem 2]). Therefore it does not satisfy open 
uniform (G). 
In [12], the well-known Smirnov metrization theorem is shown, i.e., a space is metriz- 
able iff it is paracompact and locally metrizable. Now we obtain 
Theorem 2.6. (1) A space X satisfies decreasing (G) (respectively neighborhood de- 
creasing (G), open decreasing (G)) iff X is paracompact and locally satisfies decreasing 
(G) (respectively neighborhood decreasing (G), open decreasing (G)). 
(2) A space X satisfies uniform (G) (respectively neighborhood uniform (G), open 
uniform (G)) iff X is metacompact nd locally satisfies uniform (G) (respectively neigh- 
borhood uniform (G), open uniform (G)). 
(3) A space X satisfies (G) (respectively neighborhood (G), open(G)) iff X is meta- 
Lindelof and locally satisfies (G) (respectively neighborhood (G), open (G)). 
Proof. We only give the proof for the cases of decreasing (G), uniform (G) and (G). 
Since the proofs of the other cases are similar, we omit them. In the following proofs, 
note that all properties in Diagram (,) are hereditary. 
(1) Necessity is obvious since decreasing (G) implies paracompactness ( ee [1, 
Lemma 1.3]). 
Sufficiency: By the given conditions, we can take a locally finite open cover 7-t of X 
such that each H E 7-t has a VV H = {wH(x): x E H} satisfying decreasing (G), where 
]/~H(x) = {]/~)H(n, X): n E w}. Let ,T = {FH: H E ~} be a closed refinement of 7-/ 
such that FH C H for each H E 7/. Then B~ = {H E 7/: x E FH} is finite for each 
x E X. Define 
W(n,x )=f i{WH(n ,x ) :  HEB~}} and W(x) ={W(n,x ) :  nero}. 
Then W = {~/V(x): x E X} satisfies decreasing (G) in X. In fast, it is clear that 
W(x) is decreasing and countable. For any x E X and any open U containing x, let 
B~ = {H1, H2,. . . ,  Hk}, 
c :  v (x -  U v.: x ¢ F., 
and V(x,  U) = V H1 (x, G) ("1 V H2 (x, G) n . . .  N V Hk (z, G), where each V Hi (x, G) is 
chosen by (G) relative to x and G in Hi. 
For any y E V(x, U), we have that y E FN implies x E FH. So we may assume that 
By = {H~, H2, . . . ,  H,~}, rn ~< k. For each Hi E B u, there exists a W/-/i (n~, y) such 
that x E W ~ (n~, y) C G. Let nio = min{nl, n2, . . . ,  n~}, then 
• ~ w(~,o ,~) :  N {w' , ( ,~) ,~) :  i E{1 ,2 , . . . , rn}}cU 
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and W(nio, y) E Iv(y). Hence ]4; also satisfies (G). 
(2) Necessity: Let/.4 = {Us: a < k} be an open cover of X and 
then {O~: c~ < k} is a point-finite refinement of/4 since X satisfies uniform (G) (see 
[9]). Hence X is metacompact. 
Sufficiency: Take a point-finite open cover 7-/of X such that each H E 7-[ has W ~4 = 
{~'~)H(x): X E X} satisfying uniform (G). Let Ax = {H E 7-/: x E H} and define 
IV(x) = U{IVH(x): H E A~}. Then I,V = {IV(z): x c X} satisfies uniform (G). 
(3) Noticing that the space satisfying (G) is meta-LindelSf o (see [11]), one can finish 
the proof similar to (2). 
Corollary 2,7. A space is a Nagata space iff it is paracompact and is a local Nagata 
space. 
Remark 2.8. (1) In Theorem 2.6(1) and Corollary 2.7, "paracompact" cannot be replaced 
by "metacompact": The space in Example 2.2 is metacompact and locally metrizable, 
but it does not satisfy decreasing (G) since it is not normal. In Theorem 2.6(3), "meta- 
LindelOf" is needed: The ordinal space [0, Wl) is locally metrizable, but it does not satisfy 
(G) since it not meta-LindelSf. 
(2) For the open decreasing (G) case (cf. Theorem A), Theorem 2.6 provides a new 
proof of Smirnov metrization theorem. 
3. Mapping properties 
Recall that a map f :X  ~ Y is said to be pseudo-open if for any y E Y and any 
neighborhood U of f -~(y),  f(U) is a neighborhood of y. Clearly, closed maps are 
pseudo-open, but a pseudo-open map need not be closed as is well known, f is said to 
be an s-map (respectively a finite-to-one map) if for any y E Y, f - l (y )  is separable 
(respectively finite). 
Theorem 3.1. Neighborhood ecreasing (G) and neighborhood (G) are preserved by 
closed finite-to-one maps. 
Proof. Let f :X -+ Y be a closed finite-to-one map and IV = {IV(x): x E X}, where 
Iv(x) = {W(n, x): n E w}, satisfy neighborhood decreasing (G). For any y E Y, put 
Iv~(n,y)  = f (U{W(n,x ) :  x E f - l (y )}) ,  then each Iv~(n,y)  is a neighborhood of
y. Clearly W~(n+ 1,y) C Iv~(n,y).  We shall show that ]4) ~ = {iv~(y): y E Y}, 
where W~(y) = {iv~(n,y):  n E w}, satisfies (G). For any y E Y and any open set U 
containing y, put 
: Y- s(x- U s-'(y)}), 
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where V(x, f - ' (U))  is chosen by (G) relative to x and f - l (u )  in X. Then V~(y, U) 
is an open set containing y since f is closed. If z • V~(y, U), then 
/ - l ( z )  C f - l (V~(y ,U) )cU{v(x , f - l (u ) ) :  x•  f - l (y )} .  
So for any u • f - l ( z ) ,  there exists x~, • f - l (y)  such that u • Y(x~, f- l(U)). Hence 
there exists nu • co with xu • W(nu,u) C f - l (U) .  Put no = max{nu: u • f - l ( z )} ,  
then y • W~(no, z) C U and W~(no, z) • W~(z). 
Now suppose that W satisfies neighborhood (G). For any y • Y, let f - l (y)  = 
{Xl, x2 , . . . ,  xk}. Define 
l&~(n l ,n2 , . . . ,nk ,y )  = f(W(nl,Xl)  U W(n2, x2) U. . .  U W(nk, xk)) 
and 
W~(y) = {W~(nl ,nz, . . . ,nk,  y): nl ,n2, . . . ,nk C co}. 
Then W~ = {W~(y): y • Y} satisfies neighborhood (G) in Y. 
Example 3.2. Neighborhood ecreasing (G) (respectively neighborhood uniform (G), 
neighborhood (G)) cannot be preserved by perfect maps in general: Let X be the subspace 
[0, 1] x [0, 1] of Example 3.4 of [4], then X satisfies neighborhood decreasing (G). Put 
K = [0, 1] x {0} and Y = X/K.  Then the quotient map f is perfect since K is compact. 
One can easily see that the point f (K)  of Y does not satisfy neighborhood (G). 
Remark 3.3. Example 2.4(1) shows that neighborhood ecreasing (G) (respectively 
neighborhood uniform (G), neighborhood (G)) cannot be preserved by closed s-maps. 
So in Theorem 3.1, the "finite-to-one" is needed. It is unknown that whether neighbor- 
hood uniform (G) can be preserved by closed "finite-to-one" maps. 
Theorem 3.4. (G) (respectively uniform (G), decreasing (G)) is preserved by closed 
maps. 
Proof. Let f :X  ~ Y be a closed map and X have W = {W(x): x c X} satisfying 
(G). For any y c Y, take an xy c f - l (y ) .  Put W~(y) = f(W(xy)). Then W ~ = 
{W~(y): y • Y} satisfies (G) in Y. In fact, for any open U containing y, take an open 
set V ~ containing y such that 
f-'(y) c s-l(v ~) c x • s-l(y)} 
Then V ~ (y, U) = V ~ is the required open set related to y and U. 
In Theorem 3.4, if W satisfying (G) is replaced by W satisfying well ordered (F) 
(respectively chain (F)), we obtain a simple proof of the following Corollary 3.5 and a 
different proof of Corollary 3.6. 
Corollary 3.5 [7]. Well-ordered (F) is preserved by closed maps. 
Corollary 3.6 [10]. The acyclic monotonical normality (=chain (F)) is preserved by 
closed maps. 
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Remark 3.7. In Theorem 3.4 and Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6, "closed maps" cannot be 
replaced by open maps: The space ~(N)  (see [2, Example 4.4]) is an open image of a 
metrizable space (because a space is To and first-countable iff it is an open image of a 
metrizable space (see [12])), but it is neither meta-Lindelhf nor normal. 
Theorem 3.8. (1) (G) (respectively uniform (G)) is preserved by pseudo-open s-maps 
(respectively pseudo-open finite-to-one maps). 
(2) Neighborhood (G) (respectively neighborhood uniform (G)) is preserved by open 
s-maps (respectively open finite-to-one maps). 
(3) Open ( G) (respectively open uniform (G) ) is preserved by open s-maps (respectively 
open finite-to-one maps). 
Proof. (1) Let X have Y = {kV(z): x E X} satisfying (G) and for each y 6 Y, C u 
be a countable dense subset of f - l (y ) .  Put YY~(y) = U{f(VC(x)): x e Cy}, then 
V9 ~ = {W~(y): y C Y} satisfies (G) in Y. In fast, For any open U containing y, 
let V~(y ,U)  = in t f (U{V(x , f - l (u ) ) :  x e f - l (y)}) .  For any z e V~(y,U) ,  Take 
u e f - l (y )  and zz e f - l ( z )  NV(u , f - I (U) )  NCz, then there exists W E W(xz)  such 
that u E W C f - l (U) .  Hence y e f (W)  C U and f (W)  e }/Y~(z). 
For the uniform (G) case, the proof is similar. 
(2) Suppose that X has ~,V = {W(x): x e X} satisfying neighborhood (G) and f 
is an open s-map. Define VV ~ similar to (1), then for any y c Y and any open set 
U containing y, V~(y ,U)  = f (V (x , f - l (U) )  is the required open set, where x is a 
member of f - l (y ) .  
For the neighborhood uniform (G) case, the proof is similar. 
(3) The proof is similar to (2). 
Remark 3.9. Example 2.4(1) shows that in Theorem 3.8(2) and (3) "open s-map" cannot 
be replaced by "pseudo-open s-map" or "closed s-map". The space ~(N)  of Example 4.4 
of [2] shows that in Theorem 3.8(1), (2) and (3), the condition "finite-to-one" cannot be 
removed (cf. Remark 3.7 above). 
4. New criteria for a-spaces 
Theorem 4.1. Let X satisfy (G). If X is semi-stratifiable, then X has a a-discrete 
network. So for a regular space X satisfying (G), X is a a-space iff X semi-stratifiable. 
Proof. Let X have W = {VV(x): x E X} satisfying (G), where each )/V(x) = 
{W(n,  x): n c w}. Since X is semi-stratifiable there exists a function g:w × X -+ ~- 
with x E g(n, x) for each n E w and x E X satisfying that 
xEg(n ,  xn) for each nCw implies x,~-+x, 
where w is the topology on X. 
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Let < be a well-ordering of X. For any x E X and i, n E a~, define that 
F(x,i,n)= X-  [(U{g(i,y): y<x}) U (U{g(n,y): y ~ g(i,x)})], 
H(x, i ,n ,k )  = F (x , i ,n )NW(k ,x )  and 7-l(i,n,k) = {H(x, i ,n,k) :  x E X},  
then 7-/= {7-/(i, n, k): i, n, k E w} is a-discrete. 
Suppose that p E U and U is open. For each i E ¢o, let xi be the least element of 
X such that p E g(i,x~). Then there exists ni E ~o with p ~ U{g(n~,y): y ~ g(i, xi)}. 
Noticing that p E F(x~,i,n~) C g(i, xi), we have x~ --4 p. So there exists io E w such 
that xio E V(p,U). Hence there exists W(k,x~o) E IV(Xio) with p E W(k, xio) C U. 
Clearly p E H = H(xio,io,nio, k) C U and H E 7"/. Therefore ~ is a a-discrete 
network. If X is regular, then X is a a-space. 
From Theorem 4.1 and Theorem D, we obtain the following new criteria for a-spaces: 
Corollary 4,2. If a regular space X with countable pseudo-character satisfies uniform 
(G), then X is a a-space. 
Corollary 4.3. If a regular space X satisfies neighborhood uniform (G), then X is a 
a-space. 
Example 4.4. There exists a regular, first-countable cosmic space which satisfies uniform 
(G), but does not satisfy neighborhood uniform (G) or decreasing (G): 
LetXl  = {(x,0): x E R -Q},  X2 = {(x,y): x,y E Qandy  > 0} andX = X1LJX2. 
For each a = (x,0) E X1, let Vl(a,n) = {a}U{(5, y--) E X: i f< Ix -S I  < l /n} and 
{Vl(a,n): n E N} be a neighborhood base at a. For each b = (x,y) E X2, let 
v2(b,n) = x2: 4 (5 -  x)2 + (y -  y)2 < 
and b have the usual neighborhood base {V2(b, n): n E N} by the Euclidean topology. 
Then X is regular. Since X1 and X2 are separable, metrizable subspace of X, X has a 
countable network, i.e., X is a cosmic space. Thus X is a hereditarily Lindel6f (hence 
hereditarily paracompact) a-space (this example is 55.17 of [8]). Now we shall show 
that 
(1) X satisfies uniform (G): 
For a = (x,0) E X1, define Iv(a)  = {(x -  1In, x+ 1/n) NXI :  n E N}. For 
b = (x,y) E )(2, let V~(b,k) = {b}U{(5,0)  E XI: 1x -51  < 2ky} and k(b) = 
min{k E N: 2ky > 1}. Define W(b) = {V2(b,n): n E N} U {V;(b,k): 1 < k d. k(b)}. 
Then "IV = {W(z): z E X} satisfies uniform (G). 
(2) X does not satisfy neighborhood uniform (G): 
Suppose that X has a IV --- {IV(c): c E X} satisfying neighborhood (G). We shall 
show that IV cannot be uniform. 
For a = (x,0) E X1 and open U = Vl(a, 1) containing a, by IV satisfying (G), there 
exists an open set V(a, U) = Vl(a,n(a)) such that for any c E Vl(a,n(a)), there exists 
some W(c) E IV(c) satisfying a E W(c) C U = Vl(a, 1). 
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